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ABSTRACT
Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) space
environment sensors have been used for many years to
investigate auroral charging. The SSJ electrostatic
electron and ion spectrometer and SSIES thermal plasma
instruments provide information on spacecraft potential,
energy spectra of precipitating electrons and ions, and
background thermal plasma density during charging
events. DMSP spacecraft are typically placed in circular
sun-synchronous orbits at altitudes of approximately 850
km so they sample the same accelerated energetic
electron and background plasma environments
encountered by satellites used for science, operational
meteorology, Earth resource monitoring, and
communications missions in polar low Earth orbits. Two
DMSP spacecraft are occasionally operated in nearly the
same orbit with small separations in time and space,
providing a unique opportunity to sample auroral particle
precipitation and spacecraft charging with two
spacecraft. We present case studies of auroral charging
events from these multiple spacecraft encounters of
auroral acceleration regions and discuss what
information they provide about the temporal and spatial
behavior of particle populations responsible for charging
at high latitudes and variations in spacecraft charging
response as a function of time. In addition, we comment
on the relative contributions of inverted-V and Alfvénic
type auroral electron populations to spacecraft charging
1.

BACKGROUND

Investigations to date using records from the Defense
Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) energetic
charged particle and thermal plasma sensors have
provided a wealth of information on the magnitude of
auroral charging, the duration of the events as observed
by a single spacecraft, characteristics of the precipitating
auroral electrons and ambient background plasma during
charging events, latitude and local time distributions of
auroral charging in the Earth’s polar regions, variations
in charging behaviour as a function of phase in the solar
cycle, and characteristics of extreme charging events of
interest to spacecraft designers [1-9].
Information on the duration of time for which auroral
acceleration regions are stable, how they evolve in time
and space, and what impact they have on surface
charging of spacecraft at low altitudes of interest to the

space environments engineering community is limited.
Single spacecraft crossing perpendicular to an auroral arc
will spend little time within the arc and the duration of
charging is really a function of the speed of the spacecraft
and width of the arc. The longest periods of auroral
charging are associated with spacecraft trajectories that
pass tangentially through an auroral arc, allowing the
spacecraft to be exposed for longer periods of time to the
charging.
DMSP charging events with negative
potentials exceeding 100 V for periods of two to three
minutes have been reported for these cases [6,8]
Multi-satellite studies of the time and spatial evolution of
quasi-static potentials have been made using multiple
Cluster spacecraft but at altitudes of some 6000 km to
12,000 km within the auroral acceleration region itself
and well above the 600 km to 1000 km operation altitudes
typical of low Earth orbit spacecraft used for weather,
Earth resource monitoring, and communications
applications [10]. Dual-DMSP studies been used to
investigate the evolution of inverted-V and Alfvénic
auroral acceleration types [11]. The focus on both these
studies is the physics of electron acceleration and not the
surface charging of the spacecraft. In order to better
understand the nature of surface charging of low Earth
orbit, polar orbiting spacecraft it is useful, therefore, to
take advantage of a unique opportunity presented by two
DMSP spacecraft travelling in nearly the same orbit for a
period of time to obtain multi-spacecraft observations of
auroral charging.
The DMSP F16 and F17 satellites were in such a
configuration for a period of time during the austral
winter months of June and July in 2012. This is
particularly fortuitous since auroral charging has been
shown to be most common in the winter hemisphere. The
southern hemisphere in particular is a good location to
search for auroral charging due to the greater offset of the
magnetic pole from the Earth’s rotation axis [8].
The observations presented here are preliminary results
from case studies of auroral charging events from dual
F16 and F17 spacecraft encounters of auroral
acceleration regions. We first describe the DMSP data
sets used in the study, the method used to identify the
auroral charging events, and the criteria used to select the
events used in the case studies. Next we show an
example of an F17 pass through a southern auroral oval
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followed by F16 nearly 30 minutes later where charging
is observed by only one spacecraft, a typical situation
with DMSP data when spacecraft are well separated in
both time and space. Examples of dual-spacecraft
charging events are then described where the F16 and
F17 spacecraft pass through the same auroral arc within
minutes of each other. Finally, we will conclude with a
note regarding the differences between DMSP charging
due to inverted-V aurora compared to the charging that
occurs when the spacecraft pass through Alfvénic
(“broadband”) auroral features.
2.

SPACECRAFT AND SENSORS

The United States Air Force (USAF) DMSP spacecraft
are in sun-synchronous orbits at ~98⁰ inclination and
altitudes of ~850 km with orbit planes most commonly
aligned in the dawn-dusk or pre-noon-pre-midnight
meridian plane.
The Special Sensor for Precipitating Electron and Ion
Spectrometer (SSJ) provides electron flux (units of
electrons/cm2-sec-sr) measurements in 20 energy
channels from 30 eV to 30 keV for both electrons and
ions [12,13]. There are two generations of SSJ
instruments, the original SSJ/4 flown on F6 through F15
and a new generation SSJ/5 currently in operation on F16
through F18. Thermal plasma measurements used for
this study are provided by the latest generation Special
Sensors-Ions, Electrons, and Scintillation (SSIES-3)
thermal plasma analysis package (often referred to as the
Topside Ionospheric Plasma Monitor instrument) on
board the F16, F17 and F18 spacecraft [14].
The USAF provides binary telemetry files from the SSJ
and SSIES instruments to the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration’s (NOAA) National
Geophysical Data Center (NGDC) where it is made
available to the public. We download the binary SSJ and
SSIES data records from NOAA NGDC and process the
data locally at our facility using processing software
provided by NOAA NGDC and in-house analysis
routines.
3.

CHARGING EVENT IDENTIFICATION

Surface charging events are readily identified by the “ion
line” charging signature in the SSJ ion spectra. An
example of a charging event exhibiting the classic ion
line signature is shown in Fig. 1. The data is from the
SSJ/5 instrument on the DMSP F17 satellite on 30 June
2011 in the southern hemisphere under local winter
conditions. The panel show from top to bottom (a)
integral electron current density for different electron
energy thresholds, color coded (b) ion and (c) electron
differential number flux, and (d) spacecraft ephemeris. A
black line is shown on the ion panel to indicate the
location of the ion line charging signature.

Figure 1. “Ion Line” Charging Signature in
DMSP F17 SSJ Ion Records. The solid black
line is added to emphasize the ion line.

An ion line is observed in the ion differential flux record
when the high flux, low energy thermal ions are
accelerated towards the negatively charged spacecraft.
Accelerated ions arrive at the detector with an energy
given by


E = Eo+q



where Eo is the initial energy of the low energy thermal
ions, q is the ion charge, and  the spacecraft potential.
The most common species at DMSP altitudes are singly
charged O+ or H+ ions and the low energy of the
background ions (<1 eV) allows the initial energy to be
neglected compared to the 30 eV to 1000’s eV ion
energies of interest for the charging events that can be
observed in the DMSP ion spectrograms. The spacecraft
negative potential in volts is read off the ion spectrogram
from the energy channel that contains the ion line when
the energies are reported in electron volts and only single
charged ions are present. This method has been applied
to a variety of satellite data sets in geostationary orbit [15,
16,17,18] and low Earth orbit polar environments
[1,2,4,8,19,20].
The ion line is the primary method for identifying surface
charging in this study but can only be used if the
spacecraft potential exceeds -60 V. Spacecraft potentials
in the range of 0 V to -40 volts are available in the SSIES
records [14] and will be used when discussing the
differences between charging due to inverted-V and
Alfvénic aurora.
4.

TYPICAL DMSP CHARGING

Fig. 2 provides an example of a typical DMSP
measurement of auroral charging where spacecraft are
well separated in time as they sample the auroral regions.
This example is a pass through the southern auroral zone
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Figure 2. Typical DMSP Charging Observations: 13 June 2013. Satellites F17 (top) and F16 (bottom)
pass through the southern auroral zone on similar trajectories but separated by approximately 30 minutes
in time. The discrete auroral structures have evolved at the highest latitudes between the times the two
satellites encounter them and an ion-line charging signature is present only in the F16 records.
on 13 June 2013 when the F16 and F17 spacecraft are in
similar orbits but are separated by about 30 minutes in
time.

separated by many 10’s of minutes will not encounter the
same charging conditions.
5.

F17 makes the first pass through the southern auroral
zone and encounters a number of Alfvénic auroral
features followed by a broad inverted-V structure [c.f.,
11,21] but the electron energies in these discrete features
are all less than about 5 or 6 keV, insufficient to produce
surface charging. No ion line charging signature is
present in the ion data. F16 follows F17 through the
southern auroral zone on a similar orbit about 30 minutes
later and encounters a number of new inverted-V features
with energies extending to 10 keV resulting in strong
surface charging between about 00:40 UT and 00:43 UT.
This kind of behavior is typical in DMSP charging data
where a single satellite will encounter charging
conditions on one orbit but not the next or two satellites

DUAL SATELLITE CASE STUDIES

The criteria used to establish which events to include in
the study are that:




significant charging with a maximum potential
exceeding -100 V is present on both spacecraft,
at least one spacecraft exhibits a maximum potential
exceeding -200 V, and
the spacecraft are separated in time by not more than
a few minutes..
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Figure 3. Case 2: 7 June 2012. F16 and F17 passes through the southern auroral zone on similar
trajectories with onset of charging at the two spacecraft separate by 15 seconds.
Five charging events have been selected as case studies
for this work using these criteria. Case 2 and Case 4 are
described in detail in this paper because they represent
the minimum and maximum time separation between the
two DMSP spacecraft included in the study. Results
from all five cases including Cases 1, 3, and 5 are
included in the summary table.
5.1. Case 2
Fig. 3 shows F16 and F17 records from 19:27 UT to
19:22 UT on 7 June 2012 when both spacecraft passed
through an auroral arc in the southern auroral zone with
sufficient energy to charge the spacecraft. Both F15 and
F17 records show strong inverted-V type aurora
extending to 10’s keV and in some cases exceeding the
30 keV limit of the SSJ instrument, a “type-4” charging
environment using terminology in [2].
F16 encountered the region of inverted-V electron
precipitation first with charging lasting for 64 seconds
and reaching a maximum negative potential of 204 V.
F17 encountered the same region of electron
precipitation and began to charge approximately 15

seconds later. Although charging only persisted for 48
seconds on the F17 spacecraft it reached a maximum
negative potential of 440 V, greater than the 204 V
experienced by F16.
Assuming the charging environment encountered by the
two spacecraft is the same auroral feature, the period F17
is completely bounded by the period F16 is charged. The
time separation between the two spacecraft in this case is
insufficient to make any observations on the overall
stability of the auroral acceleration region and potential
for long term charging exceeding the time required for
the two spacecraft to cross the auroral arc. However,
even with the relative short time between the onsets of
charging for the two spacecraft, the auroral features and
the resulting charging of the two spacecraft are not the
same indicting that evolution of auroral precipitation of
importance to charging can occur on time scales of 10’s
of seconds.
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Figure 4. Case 4: 16 July 2012. F16 and F17 passes through the southern auroral zone on similar
trajectories with onset of charging at the two spacecraft separate by 110 seconds.
5.2. Case 4
F16 and F17 records from 19:31 UT to 19:38 UT on 16
July 2012 are shown in Fig. 4 when both spacecraft
passed through a series of inverted-V auroral arcs in the
southern hemisphere. F17 was the first to encounter the
charging region in this example with F16 about 110
seconds later. Both F16 and F17 encounter inverted-V
features for periods of three to four minutes in duration
with peak energies extending to 10’s keV to over 30 keV.
F17 charging persisted for 120 seconds with a maximum
negative potential of 646 V occurring within a few
seconds after the spacecraft enters the first inverted-V
structure. An interesting characteristic associated with
this inverted-V arc are the Alfvénic structures bounding
the inverted-V at about 19:32:10 UT and 19:36:15 UT
[10]. Both of these features exhibit electron number flux
levels in excess of those seen within the inverted-V
structure yet no charging occurs. This is because the
electron energies never exceed a few hundred kilovolts
within the Alfvénic structures, energies at which the
secondary electron yields for most materials are greater

than one. Even with the large electron flux, the Alfvénic
features are likely to suppress charging due to strong
secondary electron yields or at most result in charging to
relatively small negative potentials.
F17 is still charged but nearing the end of the inverted-V
structure when F16 first encounters the same set of
auroral arcs. Similar to F17, F16 charging rapidly
increases to a maximum potential of -949 V within a few
seconds of encountering the inverted-V structure.
Charging on both spacecraft oscillate during passage
through the inverted-V structure with the spacecraft
potential following the integral flux of electrons
exceeding about 10 keV. F16 also encounters an
Alfvénic structure at the boundary of the inverted-V near
19:34:00 UT with little or no charging until the spacecraft
moves into the inverted-V proper.
F17 charging persists for 177 seconds and F16 charging
for 120 seconds with the onset of charging separated by
110 seconds. Assuming the onset time of F17 charging
and the final time F16 exhibited significant charging
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Table 1. Dual-Satellite Charging Summary.
Case

Charging
Onset
F16 - F17
(sec)

F16
Duration
(sec)

F17
Duration
(sec)

F16+F17
Duration
(sec)

Range at Onset
(km)

1

52

114

83

135

634

2

15

64

48

64

15

3

-54

30

18

84

731

4

-110

177

120

287

117

5

-104

45

50

149

150

provides a lower bound to the total time the inverted-V
acceleration region (or regions) were stable yields an
estimate of 287 seconds that auroral electron
precipitation capable of charging a DMSP spacecraft are
present.

produces the high flux ion line in the 44 eV or 65 eV
energy channels. A single high flux in the bottom 30 eV
channel of the SSJ instrument is ambiguous at best. Most
investigators limit identification of charging to levels
exceeding -100 V to avoid the ambiguous cases.

5.3. Case Study Summary

Fortunately, charging can also be detected in the range of
0 V to -40 V using the potential records available in the
SSIES-3 data. Fig. 5b shows the SSIES-3 spacecraft
potential and thermal plasma density. Note that potential
values exceeding -40 V are not meaningful with this
instrument so the large charging signature apparent
between 01:23:50 UT and 01:24:40 UT only confirms
charging but not the magnitude since the spacecraft has
charged to well over -100 V through this event. Minor
charging of 5 or 10 V negative does appear to occur
during the Alfvénic aurora but does not exceed the -40 V
limit of the SSIES instrument, confirming the Alfvénic
aurora is only a minor contributor to charging at best.

Results from the two cases presented here as well as the
additional three cases shown during the conference
presentation are summarized in Tab. 1. A general trend
is that the duration of charging obtained from a signal
spacecraft is less than the value estimated from dual
spacecraft observations. The single exception is Case 2
which was explained in Section 5.1. These results
demonstrate that single spacecraft encounters with
auroral arcs, even for relatively long periods, may
underestimate the total time a spacecraft may experience
charging if the trajectory takes the spacecraft along a
tangent parallel to the auroral arc.
6.

AURORAL ACCELERATION TYPES AND
CHARGING

An interesting result worth noting that is apparent from
looking through DMSP data for possible events to
include in this study is the difference between charging
from inverted-V aurora and the lack of charging or
minimal charging during Alfvénic aurora. An example
of this phenomenon is highlighted in Fig. 5a where F16
records from 12 June 2011 exhibit inverted-V features
before about 01:25 UT and Alfvénic features after this
time. An ion line charging signature indicating F16 is
charging to potentials of -500 V or -600 V is present
between about 01:23:50 UT and 01:24:40 UT. However,
the series of high electron flux Alfvénic features between
01:25:20 UT and 01:27:00 UT produce no charging
features in the ion data.
The lowest charging level that can be reliably detected
from ion line signature in the SSJ records is that which

7.

SUMMARY

We have shown results from case studies where two
DMSP spacecraft pass through the same auroral arc along
similar trajectories with a few minutes of each other.
From these examples, a number of preliminary results are
obtained including:



Auroral acceleration regions at DMSP altitudes
evolve in time over scales of minutes, consistent
with Cluster observations at high altitude [10],
Auroral acceleration regions persist for periods of
time longer than the time required for spacecraft to
cross the auroral electron precipitation region
perpendicular to an auroral arc and worst case
auroral charging periods when a spacecraft orbit is
nearly parallel to the arc may be underestimated
from single spacecraft observations. For example,
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(a)

(b)
Figure 5. Surface Charging and Auroral Acceleration Types. Example of F16 (a) SSJ and (b) SSIES-3
records on 12 June 2011 with both inverted-V and Alfvénic auroral electron features. The ion line charging
signature is only present when the spacecraft pass through the inverted-V structures.
the maximum charging durations of only 60 seconds
are report by [4] and the more extensive statistical
studies of auroral charging reported by [6,8] give
durations approaching two or three minutes for the
most extreme duration charging events. Our results
from only five examples are consistent with, or
exceed, the longest duration charging events
reported by [9].
Finally, we highlight that auroral charging is due to the
accelerated electron beams associated with inverted-V
aurora while Alfvénic (“broadband”) aurora produces
little or no significant charging. This result is not new
and was really discovered in the mid-1980’s [1,2] when
[2] classified electron energy spectra from charging
events into types and noted that the “type-1” spectra that
are dominated by low energy electrons generate little
charging. In the modern terminology, the “type-1”
spectra are the Alfvénic aurora.
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